When grasping and manipulating objects, the central controller utilizes the mechanical advantage of the normal forces of the fingers for torque production. Whether the same is valid for tangential forces is unknown. The main purpose of this study was to determine the patterns of finger tangential forces and the use of mechanical advantage as a control mechanism when dealing with objects of nonuniform finger positioning. A complementary goal was to explore the interaction of mechanical advantage (moment arm) and the role a finger has as a torque agonist/antagonist with respect to external torques (±0.4 N m). Five 6-df force/torque transducers measured finger forces while subjects held a prism handle (6 cm width × 9 cm height) with and without a single finger displaced 2 cm (handle width). The effect of increasing the tangential moment arm was significant (p < .01) for increasing tangential forces (in >70% of trials) and hence creating greater moments. Thus, the data provides evidence that the grasping system as a rule utilizes mechanical advantage for generating tangential forces. The increase in tangential force was independent of whether the finger was acting as a torque agonist or antagonist, revealing their effects to be additive.
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Studies of prehension and manipulation of handheld objects have been limited so far to objects of simple geometry and finger positioning. Typically, the experiments were performed with rectangular handles and involved studying the maintenance of static equilibrium at various values of object mass (Kinoshita et al., 1995) , external torque (Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a) , and friction of contact surfaces (Aoki et al., 2007) . While static equilibrium requires the sum of forces and moments to equal zero, individual fingers forces are essentially unconstrained provided that static equilibrium is maintained. Investigators are interested in decoding the strategies used by the central controller to distribute the forces to each digit. Some proposed options include the minimizations of effort (maximal force, possibly related to fatigue development) (Aoki et al., 2006) and neural commands to fingers (Zatsiorsky et al., 2002b) as well as the uniform distribution of forces among the fingers (Hershkovitz et al., 1997) . These different strategies may be used independently or in combination. In this study, we tested how changes in mechanical advantage of a single finger's grip position affect the forces generated by that finger and how the forces applied by the other fingers are redistributed during a static grasping task. This was accomplished by modifying the geometry of the handle, changing the position (mechanical advantage) of one finger with respect to the others. In the present context, the mechanical advantage of a finger is characterized by the moment arm of the finger force in exerting a torque on the grasped object, where fingers with larger mechanical advantage are expected to produce larger shares of the required torque (Gorniak et al., 2009; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003b) .
Mechanical advantage effects have been shown in previous studies of muscle force production. The recorded EMG of muscle activity was found to be proportional to the moment arm for single-joint muscles (Buchanan et al., 1989; Prilutsky, 2000) . And, in a study of three-finger pressing tasks, the use of an artificial mechanical advantage was demonstrated. Biofeedback was provided on the task of total force production from the sum of the three fingers. The weighting coefficients were adjusted in two scenarios: by doubling the coefficient of an individual finger, or reducing it by half (with respect to the other two fingers). Subjects relied more on the finger with the advantage (force × 2) and in the other task avoided the finger with a disadvantage (force × 0.5) (Latash et al., 1998) .
In the five-digit grasping tasks, the use of mechanical advantage has been demonstrated for the normal forces where the finger positions (their spreading with respect to the thumb) affected the moments exerted on the object (Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a) . With a uniform distribution of fingers above and below the thumb's location at the midline of the handle, fingers can be classified as peripheral and central. The central finger (middle, ring) forces were shown to be dependent mainly on the weight of the handle while the peripheral fingers (index, little) were shown to be the main moment generators whose normal forces were dependent mainly on the external torque (Zatsiorsky et al., 2002a) . It was shown that the peripheral fingers with the larger mechanical advantage, that is, with the larger moment arms for generating torque, were more involved during trials with conditions of larger external torques. In another study, the thumb position was moved which changed the moment arms for the normal forces of the fingers. The changes in moment arms resulted in significant changes of the finger normal forces (Zatsiorsky et al., 2003b) . Later studies of torque production tasks (Zhang et al. 2009; Gorniak et al. 2009 ) also confirmed the mechanical advantage hypothesis (for the normal finger forces): the fingers with larger moment arms (index, little) produced larger forces than the fingers with smaller moment arms (middle, ring). However, when subjects were asked to generate a moment of force on a mechanically fixed object the mechanical advantage hypothesis was successful in explaining only some of the data but could not cope with other findings (Shim et al., 2004) .
Few studies have looked at the changes in the moment arms of the tangential forces in multifinger grasping. One study applied external torques orthogonal to the plane of the digits' points of contact. In this configuration, the horizontal tangential forces were scaled to the external moment and the fingers' moment arms (Shim et al., 2005) . In another study, the entire handle width was varied (Zatsiorsky et al., 2003b) . This in effect changed all the moment arms of the vertical tangential forces at the same time, equally. The vertical tangential forces did not change but the normal forces were redistributed to counterbalance the increased torque produced by the tangential forces (tangential moment). With these results in mind, this study would only adjust the handle width for one finger, thus creating difference between the fingers.
There is one substantial difference between the control of the normal and tangential finger forces in multifinger grasping. The normal forces are completely under voluntary control whereas the individual tangential forces are to a large extent due to passive resistance to the external load (Pataky et al., 2004a) . Even though several recent studies found that people can actively control tangential finger forces (Pataky et al., 2008) , it is not evident whether this option is used in control of prehension. Active control of tangential forces during prehension can be a difficult task when trying to maintain the equilibrium of an object (i.e., not spilling a glass of water). If one actively increases the tangential force of a single finger, one would also have to reduce tangential forces of other fingers (to keep the total tangential finger force constant). This may be not a simple task. Hence, if in a given trial a finger has a larger mechanical advantage for the tangential force than other fingers it is not evident whether the central controller will be using this mechanical advantage or not as it would require systemic force adjustments among all fingers.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of mechanical advantage of the tangential forces during static prehension tasks with a nonuniform grip configuration under different torque conditions. At least two possible scenarios exist:
(a) When a moment arm of the finger increases the finger exerts a smaller tangential force than previously to maintain the value of the tangential moment at the same level. If the finger normal force does not change such a solution would allow keeping all other finger forces constant. We will call such a control strategy the local strategy. (b) The perturbed finger exerts a larger tangential force, thus sharply increasing the tangential moment that it produces: a larger force will be exerted at a larger moment arm. To maintain the equilibrium, the central controller in this case should adjust all the finger forces to the new situation. We will call such a control strategy the synergic strategy.
We hypothesized for this study that the synergic strategy will be used. That is, increasing the mechanical advantage of a finger for generating moment with tangential force will result in the increase of the vertical tangential force exerted by this finger. The assumption is based on the mechanical advantage hypothesis shown to be valid in other studies of changes in finger grip positioning as stated earlier. In addition, in formulating this hypothesis we refer to the famous motto of N.A. Bernstein (1967) : "The system never reacts [only] locally to a local change."
Methods

Subjects
Ten subjects participated in the experiment (6 males, 4 females, age 28.7 ± 5.6 y, weight 70.5 ± 11.9 kg, height 171.2 ± 8.8 cm, hand length from the middle fingertip to the distal crease of the wrist with hand extended 18.1 ± 1.1 cm, hand width at the MCP level with hand extended 8.6 ± 0.5 cm). All subjects had no history of neuropathy or trauma of the upper limbs and provided informed consent according to the policies of the Office for Research Protection of Pennsylvania State University.
Apparatus
The test apparatus consisted of five 6-df force/torque transducers (Nano-17, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC) mounted on an aluminum handle ( Figure  1 ). The thumb sensor was positioned -3 cm on the horizontal axis (Z) of the handle and centered on the origin of the vertical axis (Y). Each of the finger sensors were positioned 3 cm along the Z axis, with the index finger 4.5 cm, middle finger 1.5 cm, ring finger -1.5 cm, and little finger -4.5 cm along the vertical axis. The surface of each sensor was covered with 320 grit sand paper to a 0.94 ± 0.11 coefficient of static friction at the fingertip-surface interface (Cole & Johansson, 1993; Savescu et al., 2008) . Attached to the bottom of the handle was a horizontal bar where an additional mass could be fastened and its position adjusted to create various external torques. The mass of the handle was 0.427 kg with the additional mass of 0.514 kg bringing the total mass of the system to 0.941 kg. The spacers had mass of 16 g for the 2 cm displacement. This equates to 1.7% increased from the baseline handle's mass and a torque effect of 1.6% compared with the applied torque. The increase in mass, and torque, due to the spacer was considered negligible and was not a part of calculations. Attached to the top of the handle was a bulls-eye spot-level marked with a 2° tolerance.
From the standard grip configuration, a series of displaced finger positions were tested (example, Figure 1A ). The grip conditions consisted of displacing each finger independently 2 cm along the z-axis from the standard uniform grip including the index, middle, ring, and little finger. Torque conditions that were used for this study involved positioning the adjustable mass along the bar at either -8 cm (-0.403 N⋅m) or +8 cm (+0.403 N⋅m). All changes of the handle (grip or torque) were made while the subject rested.
Protocol
Subjects sat in a chair with their forearm supported and hand located within the testing area. The handle, when not in use, rested on a padded platform just below the subject's hand. Subjects were instructed for each trial to hold the handle with a 5 digit precision grip with fingertips centered on their respective sensors. Subjects were also instructed to grip the handle with minimal effort while still being able to support the handle's weight. During each trial, subjects were to maintain a steady positioning of the handle both linearly and rotationally. A spot-level was provided for the subject to monitor the handle's rotational position, while the forces and moments were monitored on a screen by the researcher to verify equilibrium of finger forces. Once equilibrium was achieved, data were collected for a tensecond period with auditory cues marking the beginning and end of collection. After each recording, the handle was released and placed on the platform allowing the subject a rest period.
Presentation order of conditions (grip × torque) was performed in a randomized block design. Blocks of grip conditions were arranged in random order while torque conditions were randomized within each block. Three trials were performed of each grip (5) × torque (2) combination, for a total of 30 trials. Before each set of three trials, sensors were re-zeroed while the handle was not being held.
Data Processing
Signals from each sensor were passed through a conditioning box (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, USA) where each signal was amplified and multiplexed. The data were collected via a PC with an A/D converter (PCI-6031, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Customized Labview programs (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) were used to display and capture the data. Data samples were collected for a 10 s period at 500 Hz. Signal conditioning included conversion from signal voltages to forces (newtons) and moments (newton meters) using calibration matrices per sensor. Postcollection processing was handled with customized code in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Processing included data reduction to average values for each force and moment for each sensor per grip by moment configuration for each subject. To account for each finger's point of force application on the sensor surface the center-of-pressure calculations were performed using the procedures described previously (Gao et al., 2006) . In the equations and text below, the following symbols are used: Fn = normal force, Ft = tangential force. Mn = moment of normal forces, Mt = moment of tangential forces. Fingers: I = index, M = middle, R = ring, L = little, Th = thumb. Vf = virtual finger (representing the summed action of the four individual fingers: IMRL). d = vertical distance (4.5, 1.5, -1.5, -4.5 cm), r = horizontal distance (-3, 3, 5 cm). Forces of interest included the Fn (grip) and vertical Ft applied by each finger. Based on our model of a stationary handle, the normal force magnitude of the Vf has to equal the magnitude of the normal force of the thumb and directed against the thumb normal force (Equation 1). The magnitude of the sum of all five tangential forces has to equal the weight of the handle system and directed upwards (Equation 2). And, the magnitude of the total moment generated by the normal forces (Equation 3) and tangential forces (Equation 4) has to equal the magnitude of the external moment and directed against it (Equation 5).
(1) 
Statistical Analysis
For the study of individual finger forces, a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used with the factors Finger (I, M, R, L) × Mechanical Advantage (3, 5 cm) × Torque (Agonist, Antagonist). In such an ANOVA design, the Finger is a nonrepeated factor and Mechanical Advantage and Torque are repeated factors for which subjects participate at each level of the factor. The repeated trials (three) of each experimental condition (the finger displacement [5] × Torque [2]) were averaged together, and conditions were processed with a "within-subject" analysis. Gender was not found to be a significant parameter as a main effect nor as an interaction factor; so subjects' results were pooled together. The terms agonist and antagonist refer to whether the finger force resists external torque or assists it, that is, exerts a moment of force in either the opposite (agonist) or same (antagonist) direction as the external torque. The index and middle finger normal forces are torque agonists for the positive external torque conditions while the ring and little fingers are torque antagonists. The reverse is true for the negative external torques. For all fingers, their tangential forces are all torque agonists or antagonists for positive and negative external torques, respectively. All statistical analysis was performed with Statistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA) with α = .05. Mauchly's sphericity tests were performed to verify the validity of using repeated measures.
Results
The displacement of a finger, which increased the moment arm of tangential forces by 66.6% (from 3.0 to 5.0 cm), increased its tangential force on average by 23.3 ± 14% (mechanical advantage effect, F 1,9 = 11.895, p < .01). For each finger, the increase in tangential force from the baseline grip was I: 59.9 ± 49%, M: 23.4 ± 14%, R: 24.2 ± 9.6%, L: 14.4 ± 9.8% (shown in newtons in Figure 2A) .
A similar effect was also seen for the normal force generated by the displaced finger with an average increase of 22.2 ± 9.0% (mechanical advantage effect, F 1,9 = 23.231, p < .001) and individual increases of I: 18.6 ± 12%, M: 18.9 ± 7.6%, R: 25.6 ± 7.0%, L: 25.9 ± 9.6% (shown in newtons in Figure 2B ). The increase of the normal forces occurred in spite of the constancy of the corresponding moment arms. While on the whole both tangential and normal forces statistically significantly increased due to the increase in tangential moment arms, the force increases across all trials were observed with rates of only 70.0% for tangential forces and 83.7% for normal forces.
The role a finger played in resisting or assisting the external torque, being a torque agonist or antagonist, was found to significantly affect the forces generated. Both the tangential and normal forces were larger when a finger acted as a torque agonist as compared with a torque antagonist (Figure 2 , torque effect, F 1,9 = 62.14, F 1,9 = 240.1, p < .001). The only exception was the tangential force of the ring finger, whose value when the finger worked as torque agonist decreased by 22.1 ± 9.5%. The tangential forces of the middle, ring, and little finger always generated force in upward direction and hence assisted in generation of the pronation torque. Depending on the direction of the external torque the pronation torque can either resist the external torque or assist it. The index finger was the only finger that exerted the tangential force in both the upward and downward directions, and hence contributed to both pronation and supination torques acting on the handle (the negative value for the tangential force in Figure 2A is indicative of the supination torque).
The interactions of mechanical advantage and torque were not statistically significant, F 1,9 = 0.751, p = .408 and F 1,9 = 4.695, p = .0584, for tangential and normal forces, respectively. If the interaction was significant (for normal forces), this would suggest that the role of the finger for torque generation (agonist, antagonist) may scale the effect of displacing the finger. Changes in finger normal forces are directionally dependent when scaling with an external torque, while the change in tangential force moment arm was not.
The fingers (IMRL) were found to be significantly different in their generation of tangential forces and normal forces (p < .001). Post hoc results showed that the tangential force of index finger was significantly less than that of the ring and little fingers and that the middle finger generated less force than the ring finger. For the normal forces, the index and ring fingers produced more force than the middle and little fingers.
Discussion
The hypothesis of mechanical advantage was tested by creating a nonuniform grip width for the fingers. The tangential force of a finger increased as the grip width increased for that finger, supporting the synergic strategy hypothesis. This trend was similar to the pattern of normal force production of "peripheral" and "central" fingers based on their moment arm length (Zatsiorsky et al., 2002a) .
This study shows that the hypothesis of mechanical advantage (the synergic strategy hypothesis) is valid not only for the normal but also for the tangential forces: when a finger's moment arm (mechanical advantage) is increased, the Ft generated by that finger is increased. In addition, with the lack of significant interaction of mechanical advantage with finger and/or torque, we can state that regardless of the finger in question and the role it has in torque production the mechanical advantage hypothesis is valid. This resulted in the increased Mt produced by the finger. The change of the Ft in response to a change of the moment arm clearly indicates that Ft of individual fingers is under active neural control; the Ft magnitude cannot be explained solely by the passive mechanical properties of the finger (cf. Pataky et al., 2004a) . The increase in Ft cannot also simply follow from equations of static equilibrium: to maintain the same total moment and Mn, an increase of a moment arm would have resulted in a Ft decrease (local strategy hypothesis) to maintain Mt. This study showed exactly the opposite: with the increase of both the moment arm and Ft, the Mt increased (synergic strategy hypothesis). Hence, we have concluded that the Ft increase was a motor control response to the increased moment arm and was not due to pure passive mechanics.
As the Ft and Mt of the finger with the increased mechanical advantage increase, the efforts of other fingers in generating tangential force and moments had to be reduced to satisfy the constraint of statics in the vertical direction. While we are not discussing these synergic effects in this article in detail, we would like to mention that such a decrease was observed (Figure 3 ).
There was also seen an increase in the Fn (and Mn) for the finger that was displaced. This effect may be the consequence of one or more factors. This can be a result of the finger maintaining a safety margin for the increased Ft which relies on friction between the fingertip and contact surface (Pataky et al., 2004b) . Another possibility is that the increase in grip span increased the maximal force capability of the displaced finger (Lee et al., 2009) . If the finger was acting at a set percentage of its maximum, then an increase in the maximum force capability would increase the force magnitude.
Another interpretation is that the total normal force is the result of a discrepancy between the actual horizontal coordinate of finger contact and a referent coordinate (Pilon et al., 2007) . Further, this discrepancy is shared across fingers according to a certain rule resulting in individual referent finger tip coordinates (Latash et al., 2010) . Assuming that this rule does not change after displacing a finger, the displaced finger coordinate will be farther away from the referent coordinate resulting in a higher normal force.
For the normal forces, the dependence of the force magnitude on the finger function in the torque production, i.e., on whether the finger assists or resist the external torque, was expected; it is a well documented phenomenon (Zatsiorsky et al., 2002a) . For the tangential forces, the dependence of the tangential forces on the finger function clearly indicates that the forces are due to neural control; they cannot be attributed solely to the passive mechanical properties of the deformed hand tissues. The effect of changing the external torque direction resulted in significant changes to the finger force patterns and was observed throughout all grip configurations tested. No matter what was the finger function for resisting the external torque, increasing the mechanical advantage of the finger tangential force resulted in increased force production. This was valid both for the tangential as well as the normal forces. From the data it follows that the effects of mechanical advantage and torque were additive; the interactions of mechanical advantage and torque were not statistically significant.
A limitation of the current study was that only one finger displacement (2 cm) was implemented for each finger and tested for a single finger at a time. An initial pilot study was performed, though not reported here, where the index finger was displaced 1, 2, and 3 cm. Results were significant for 2 and 3 cm while the 1 cm displacement did fit along the trend line. It was decided to expand the study to all four fingers with a 2 cm displacement. Larger displacements were limited due to some fingers not being able to make the stretch. Future studies can be performed to further expand on the results of this current study. The geometry of the handle can be changed and modified to systematically test combinations by adjusting both vertical and horizontal finger positions of single fingers and combinations of fingers. Beyond that, the angle of the contact surface can also be changed, redirecting the line of action of normal and tangential forces with respect to gravity.
As stated earlier, the use of mechanical advantage was shown with the normal forces of the fingers, and now with this study for the vertical tangential forces. Patterns of force/moment production may be affected by the finger's mechanical advantage. On the whole, the data strongly support the synergic strategy hypothesis. In spite of the availability of the mechanically local solutions the central controller uses the synergic reactions. The five groups of bars, labeled below the groups, represent the finger force changes in response to the change of grip configuration (finger that is displaced). For instance, the group Index represents the index finger force changes when different fingers were displaced. Arrows mark the bars for the local effect of displacing a finger (i.e., index finger force during index finger displacement). (Averaged data; + SE bars)
